Alphabet Soup

Why did the computer squeak? Because someone stepped on its mouse!

Each line of the puzzle has one word hidden in a list of random letters. The blank space is a missing letter that belongs to that word. Decide what word is hidden in the letters and write the missing letter in the space. A word bank has been provided. Each word is used once.

9. A P G C F N I F C V I O V E N B L X H L M X Y N T M A

1. You do this every day to keep clean.
2. Sit together as a family in this room.
3. Dry off with one of these.
4. The room where you eat.
5. This helps you see when it’s dark.
6. The room where you sleep.
7. Change the TV channel using this.
8. Watch this for entertainment.
9. You can bake cookies in this.
10. You put your plates and cups on this.
11. This keeps food cold.
12. The room where you make food.
13. Heats up food quickly.
14. These keep the sun out.
15. Organize your books on these.

BEDROOM  KITCHEN  OVEN  TABLE
BOOKSHELVES  LIGHT  REFRIGERATOR  TELEVISION
CURTAINS  LIVING ROOM  REMOTE CONTROL  TOWELS
DINING ROOM  MICROWAVE  SHOWER
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